
AHT Reduction



Introduction
How Tracxion improves efficiency

A look at some real AHT results from existing customers

• Comparing AHT performance before and after installation

• Showing the impact on constituents of AHT

• Highlighting the impact of operational and improvement 

initiatives

Get Started

Average Handle Time (AHT) 

– relates to the amount of 

time agents spend talking to 

customers (including hold 

and ACW/wrap time)



Tracxion is easy to 
use and it’s great to 
be able to track our 
KPIs in real time
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The theory
Successful behaviour change can be dependent on many different 

factors

The Fogg Behaviour Model is embedded into Tracxion to deliver agent 

specific targets, nudges and prompts based on variables such as:

- Agent previous performance

- Comparative team performance

- Agent tenure

- Call type

to deliver prompts on Talk, Hold and Wrap times that are within the 

agent’s ability to deliver 

As per the COM_B model of behaviour change, as agent’s behaviour 

changes positively, this influences their perception of their capability 

and the opportunity, increasing intrinsic motivation making the 

prompts even more effective 



In the 10 weeks prior to roll out, AHT was running 

at 631 seconds

In the 12 weeks following the roll out, AHT was 

459 seconds

That’s a saving of 172 seconds or 

27% of AHT
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12 week average AHT – pre/post Tracxion

Customer 1The evidence



To capture a snapshot of 
in-day performance at 
team leader and advisor 
level it literally takes 
seconds
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In the 10 weeks prior to roll out, AHT was running 

at 540 seconds

In the 12 weeks following the roll out, AHT was 

460 seconds

That’s a saving of 80 seconds or 15% 

of AHT
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12 week average AHT – pre/post Tracxion

Customer 2The evidence



Talk

Before – 399 seconds

After – 374 seconds

Reduction of 25 seconds (6.3%)

ACW

Before – 127 seconds 

After – 76 seconds

Reduction of 51 seconds (40.2%)

Impact of Tracxion on constituents of AHT

Customer 2The evidence



Tracxion is a 
fundamental tool built 
into our plan to help 
drive productivity
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• Both customers experienced a significant improvement in efficiency from deploying a small part of the 

complete Tracxion application, the agent guidance capability

• Customer 1 – 172 second reduction (circa 27%)

• Customer 2 – 80 second reduction (circa 14%)

• Following its launch, Tracxion has indirectly supported benefits coming from other initiatives around 

providing further information to agents such as shift updates, real time customer effort scores, delivered 

hours and intraday performance that all drive increased autonomy and self management capability

• Secondary benefits in providing faster, better data to both operations drove further operational 

improvements in productivity (unproductive states/enhanced RTA) and effectiveness (demand reduction) 

that added to the AHT initial impact

• The full Tracxion solution can yield even greater results, notably in providing a complete customer journey 

management capability that includes popping journey history and next best action to agent and providing 

broader insight to operations management, business analysts and change management teams

Summary



Putting customer experience back into the contact 

centre



Tracxion integrates all data 

and uncovers and exposes 

the complete DNA of 

every call and every 

interaction in your 

business

How does it do it?



Listen Everywhere, See Everything


